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ABSTRACT
Given the huge quantity of hours of video available on video sharing
platforms such as YouTube, Vimeo, etc. development of automatic
tools that help users �nd videos that �t their interests has attracted
the attention of both scienti�c and industrial communities. So far
the majority of the works have addressed semantic analysis, to
identify objects, scenes and events depicted in videos, but more
recently a�ective analysis of videos has started to gain more at-
tention. In this work we investigate the use of sentiment driven
features to classify the induced sentiment of a video, i.e. the senti-
ment reaction of the user. Instead of using standard computer vision
features such as CNN features or SIFT features trained to recognize
objects and scenes, we exploit sentiment related features such as the
ones provided by Deep-SentiBank [4], and features extracted from
models that exploit deep networks trained on face expressions. We
experiment on two recently introduced datasets: LIRIS-ACCEDE
[2] and MEDIAEVAL-2015, that provide sentiment annotations of
a large set of short videos. We show that our approach not only
outperforms the current state-of-the-art in terms of valence and
arousal classi�cation accuracy, but it also uses a smaller number of
features, requiring thus less video processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, popular social media platforms have enabled
their users to upload an ever increasing amount of video content,
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method. Prediction of
arousal and valence of a video using visual sentiment fea-
tures related to the context and to the facial expressions.

that is shared and personally recommended. As a result, the retrieval
of relevant content is becoming more and more di�cult, due to the
large scale quantity of data and the new need of personalizing the
subjective experience of the user. A�ective video content analysis,
i.e. the process of automatically evince the induced sentiment in
the viewer of a video, can be helpful in the process of personalizing
the user experience. In fact, users can be attracted to videos that
re�ect their emotional status or look for some speci�c emotions.

Understanding the emotion induced by a video is useful in many
applications, including the delivery of content personalized on the
mood of the user [13], video indexing and recommendation [37],
summarization [15] or emotional interfaces for impaired users [9].

The main di�culty of this task resides in the semantic gap that
arises between the low level features and the human interpretation
of a video [20]. This poses a set of unique challenges, requiring the
abstraction of human concepts like emotion and a�ect. Typical se-
mantic concept detection regards the recognition of visual concepts
(e.g. “duck”, “horse”) that simply can be present or not in the visual
content. In contrast, recognizing abstract concepts like a�ection, is
di�cult because, while they are still related to the visual stimuli,
the human response is naturally subjective.

Therefore, a large attention from researchers has been dedicated
to study features and their relations to the induction of emotions
in viewers. They are often based on work on color in art [14],
as well as the results of psychological experiments on emotional
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response to color [31]. Works like [7, 8, 20] are all dedicated to
explore di�erent aspects of such features. These e�orts have also
been encouraged by the MediaEval community that proposed a
competition on measuring the a�ective impact of movies in recent
years [29]. On a di�erent line of research, induction of emotions
with face expressions are well known in psychological studies.
Human faces are known to induce sentiments in people looking
at them [32] and, moreover, basic emotions are constants among
cultures [10]. Several works have proposed features for recognizing
emotion in faces (e.g. [7, 33]), but optimal features for this task are
still unclear.

In this work, we address the problem of predicting the sentiment
induced on the audience, focusing on classifying the induced sen-
timent type (i.e. valence) and its strength (i.e. arousal). Figure 1
shows an overview of the proposed approach. We further advance
the study of features for a�ect video recognition by evaluating
recently introduced deep sentiment features and showing better
performance than those obtainable with standard deep features
derived from object classi�cation. We consider the role of actors
as an important element in conveying emotions to the viewer. By
combining deep sentiment features with face descriptors, we ob-
tain a performance improvement. Compared to previous work, we
demonstrate state-of-the-art performance with an e�ective pipeline
on such features, without the many other features usually exploited.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe rele-
vant previous works in detail. In Section 3 we explain the impor-
tance of sentiment-related features and describe how we are going
to make use of them, and then, in Section 4, we report the exper-
imental results of the evaluation of these features on two recent
datasets, also used in the MediaEval contest. Finally, in Section 5
we give our conclusions of the presented work.

2 RELATEDWORK
Visual sentiment classi�cation has received an increasing attention
among the scienti�c community in the last few years. Studies have
been extensively conducted on image analysis, as in SentiBank [3]
and in its improved version Deep-SentiBank [4] that makes use of
deep neural networks. They have been recently extended to the
multi-lingual context [16] and to image+text sentiment analysis,
as in [1, 34]. However, studies on video are still lacking. Video
sentiment analysis is a wide task, encompassing di�erent types of
emotion understanding problems. The great majority of works re-
volve around studying the sentiment expressed by a speaking actor.
These works focus on interpreting words, voice and expressions
performed in the video. The Acted Facial Expressions in the Wild
(AFEW) [6] dataset has been used in several emotion recognition
challenges. It consists of 1,426 short sequences (with an average
length of 2 seconds) extracted from movies, containing facial expres-
sions, annotated with 6 emotions as identi�ed by Ekman et al. [11],
plus a neutral class. The baseline uses LBPTOP descriptors and SVR
[7] while, typically, solutions that achieve the best results combine
audio (e.g. MFCC) and video (e.g. CNN trained on faces) features;
for instance, recurrent neural network (RNN) and 3D convolutional
networks (C3D), speci�cally trained on faces, have been combined
with audio features by Fan et al. [12]. Wöllmer et al. [33], try to
understand the speaker’s sentiment in on-line videos containing

movie reviews by leveraging acoustic, visual and linguistic features.
Rosas et al. [24] use a similar approach to classify the speaker’s
emotion in Spanish videos. Sentiment analysis is performed on both
sentiment polarity and strength by Zadeh et al. [36], where they
aim at mining opinions in YouTube videos.

Another type of sentiment analysis is the one performed on the
audience, that, while watching a video, is induced di�erent kind
of emotions. Dumoulin et al. [8] have proposed a hierarchical ap-
proach for a�ect classi�cation, using a combination of audio and
visual features, including convolutional neural networks for con-
tent and sentiment recognition. The proposed method has been
tested on the FilmStim dataset [26], that contains 70 movie excerpts
annotated with 7 emotions. The task of categorizing the induced
sentiment of videos has been thoroughly studied in the MediaE-
val 2015 challenge [29], extending a new large scale dataset called
LIRIS-ACCEDE [2]. Here participants used computer vision fea-
tures to classify induced emotions. For example, Mironica et al. [22]
used ColorSIFT and AlexNet’s FC6 descriptors. Seddati et al. [27]
also took Optical Flow into consideration to improve the overall
accuracy using motion information. Vlastelica et al. [21] used GIST
features in combination with HOG and HOF features and AlexNet’s
FC7 descriptors. Trigeorgis et al. [30] used eGeMAPS audio features
together with CNN features to improve the classi�cation power of
their model. Qi Dai et al. [5] also used audio features, speci�cally
the MFCC descriptor, in conjunction with a set of CNN features,
LSTM features and texture information. YunYi et al. [35] made
also use of the Fisher Vector representation of various local spatial
and temporal features. Vu Lam et al. [19], combining most of the
previous features, provided the best classi�er in the contest for sen-
timent classi�cation. Zhu et al. [38] proposed to base a�ective video
content analysis on the presence of an actor to identify the most
important keyframes and then extract patch features of the scene
using CNNs trained on ImageNet, and fusing with audio features
such as MFCC. They do not consider a description of the facial
expressions of the actors. The authors evaluate the performance of
the method on LIRIS-ACCEDE dataset.

Our work addresses the problem of classifying the induced sen-
timent in the viewer in terms of valence and arousal. Di�erently
from all these works that have used the LIRIS-ACCEDE dataset, we
propose to use sentiment-oriented features in addition to the classi-
cal computer vision features. Inspired by the studies on sentiment
induction from faces, we also speci�cally consider the emotion
showed in faces of the actors, shown for example in close-up and
medium shots. In particular we add visual sentiment features from
Deep-SentiBank and combine it with descriptions of the facial ex-
pressions of the actors, using CNNs trained for face recognition, to
better capture the details of the faces.

3 EXPLOITING SENTIMENT-RELATED
FEATURES

Given a short video V , the task of a�ective video recognition is
to classify the global valence and arousal of the sequence from its
frames. We address the problem using a pipeline based on two steps,
feature extraction and classi�cation. We consider three types of fea-
tures: sentiment features, face features, for which we consider faces
extracted using a face detector, and object features. Each feature
type is �rst treated independently. They are extracted from every
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Figure 2: Pipeline of the proposed method. Each feature set
is encoded separately into an IFV and a prediction is made
by performing late fusion of any subset of the classi�ers.

frame and singularly pooled into a global representations of the
sequence. Each global representation is used to train a prediction
model and lately combined with a late fusion approach. Figure 2
shows the complete pipeline, including each feature extraction and
the �nal classi�cation process.

Sentiment Features. In order to capture sentiment-related in-
formation we choose Deep-SentiBank [4] as sentiment related
feature extractor. Deep-SentiBank is a deep convolutional neu-
ral network trained to discover Adjective-Noun Pairs (ANP) from
images and its features can be used as statistical cues to detect
emotions. We processed each videoV = {f1, f2, . . . , fv } composed of
v frames and for each frame fi we extracted both FC7 and FC8 de-
scriptors from Deep-SentiBank, which we will refer to as Sent-FC7
and Sent-FC8, obtaining two sets of descriptors D = {d1, d2, . . . , dv }
and R = {r1, r2, . . . , rv } respectively. To overcome the problem of
handling video with di�erent durations and to include the time in-
formation into the system, all Sent-FC7 and Sent-FC8 of a video are
encoded into an Improved Fisher Vector (IFV) [25] representation I
using a Fisher Encoding F . Each feature type is treated separately
to avoid mixing di�erent contributions into a single representation.
For each feature type d and r , we �rst performed an estimation of
a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) using 32 components obtaining

Gd and Gr . These are then used to encode the features of a video
obtaining a single descriptor, that is, ID = F (D, Gd ) and IR =
F (R, Gr ) .

Face Features. Face related features are extracted using a simi-
lar approach to sentiment features. Inspired by the work of Parkhi
et al. [23] we trained an AlexNet network [18] on the Oxford face
dataset provided in the same paper, structuring the problem as an
N−classi�cation task. The dataset is composed of 2.622 identities
which are used to train the deep classi�er. We will refer to this
network as deep face. First we performed face detection using Dlib
toolkit [17], extracting for each video a set A = {a1, a2, . . . , av } of
faces. For videos where faces have been detected, similarly to Sent-
FC7 and Sent-FC8, we �rst extracted FC7 descriptors from our deep
face network for each face of a video, obtaining a set of descriptors
C = {c1, c2, . . . , cv }, then we estimated a GMM using 32 components
obtaining Gc . This model is used to encode the features into an IFV,
that is, IC = F (C, Gc ) .

Object Features. Since the scene context and objects can be
associated to sentiments, we also add object feature information.
To this extent we employ features extracted using VGG-16 network
[28], taking its FC7 and FC8 descriptors, that we will refer to as
VGG-FC7 and VGG-FC8. Following the same procedure used for
the visual sentiment features, we extract two sets of features P =
{p1, p2, . . . , pv } ans Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qv }, we encode them using two
GMM Gp and Gq , and �nally we produce the IFV IP and IQ .

Score Prediction. Sentiment prediction is performed separately
per feature vector I. We trained �ve linear SVM, one for each fea-
ture, producing �ve distinct models that can be grouped in three
sets: two models for sentiment features; ii) one model for facial ex-
pression features; iii) two models for object features. By computing
a separate model for every feature and performing late fusion on
the classi�er scores we are able to study every feature combination.
This way it is possible to study the contribution of each feature,
appreciating if one or more share the same information or give
di�erent types of contributions to the �nal prediction. In case a
feature is not available for a video, such as in the case of videos
where no faces have been detected, no contribution is given for that
feature and the score is computed by averaging only the available
ones. Prediction is performed distinctly for valence and arousal.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here we report results of two experimental settings on sentiment
annotated videos. First, we will show the e�ectiveness of single
sentiment features for valence and arousal classi�cation tasks. Then,
we will report experiments on the combination of two and more
features, showing that faces always give a positive contribution,
supporting our hypothesis that actors’ facial expressions are an
important element in conveying emotions to the viewer.

4.1 Datasets
Each year the MediaEval Benchmarking Initiative 1 proposes a
number of tasks to be addressed about a variety of multimedia topics.
One of these is the a�ective impact of movies, �rst introduced in the

1https://www.multimediaeval.org/
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Figure 3: LIRIS-ACCEDE sample frames: negative (le�), neutral (center), positive (right). First row (top) shows scene-related
samples, second row (bo�om) shows face-related ones.

MediaEval 2015 challenge [29], that proposes various sentiment-
related tasks to be evaluated on a new common dataset, the LIRIS-
ACCEDE dataset [2]. Examples of frames from the LIRIS-ACCEDE
dataset are shown in Figure 3, we show examples for each class and
highlight frames with and without faces with a strong sentiment
value. This dataset is the �rst that directly addresses the problem of
a�ect evaluation of viewers on movies taken from social media. It
was in fact created using 160 movies taken from the Vimeo platform
2. From these movies, 9,800 excerpts of around 10 seconds have
been extracted and discretely classi�ed for valence, arousal and
violence. The dataset is divided into a training and a test set, both
consisting of 4,900 excerpts.

All videos have been labeled using Amazon Mechanical Turk
and fall in one of three categories: negative, neutral or positive
for valence classi�cation and calm, neutral or aroused for arousal
classi�cation. In the occasion of the MediaEval 2015 contest, the
LIRIS-ACCEDE dataset has been enriched with 39 additional videos,
annotated in the same manner, from which 1,100 new excerpts have
been extracted. These videos, together with the original 9,800 form
a new dataset composed by 10,900 videos, referred from now on
as the MEDIAEVAL-2015 dataset. The excerpts are divided into
two sets, a training set, composed of 6,144 elements from the LIRIS-
ACCEDE dataset, and a test set, composed of the remaining 3,656
elements of the LIRIS-ACCEDE dataset and the new 1,100 excerpts
introduced by the MEDIAEVAL 2015 challenge, for a total of 4,756
elements. While the valence score are well balanced, we note that
arousal values are biased towards the class calm. To address this,
we set SVM label weights proportional to the inverse ratio of the
training examples for each class.

Following the metrics used in the MediaEval contest [29], we
evaluate the performance in terms of accuracy, and compare the
proposed method with several state-of-the-art methods.

4.2 Single Feature
To test the discriminative capacity of our features we �rst use each
of them alone. Table 1 reports the results for the task of valence and

2https://vimeo.com/

arousal classi�cation on the MEDIAEVAL-2015 dataset. Considering
the Valence column, we observe that sentiment-based CNN features
Sent-FC7 and Sent-FC8 have higher accuracy than those obtained
from object-based features. This con�rm the importance of using
networks trained for the speci�c task at hand. Comparing our single-
feature results (top) to the ones obtained during the MediaEval 2015
contest (bottom), we can see that both results that make use of
Deep-SentiBank features are very close, if not the same, to the
state-of-the-art result, which is a remarkable outcome considering
that Vu Lam [19] is using a combination of nine features whether
our method is using only one feature.

Results for the task of arousal classi�cation are reported in the
last column of Table 1. Similarly to the valence classi�cation task,
we can observe that sentiment-based CNN features outperform
object-based features, and obtain results that are comparable to
several of the competing methods that use more features.

Results on the LIRIS-ACCEDE dataset only, to allow the com-
parison with the method of Zhu et al. [38], are reported in Table
2, showing behaviors similar to the MEDIAEVAL-2015 setting. We
observe that Sent-FC7 and Sent-FC8 are slightly superior to the
Faces feature for both valence and arousal, as seen also in Table 1.
They all outperform [38], suggesting that our method, exploiting
sentiment features and pooling on all frames, is more powerful than
generic CNN features on few frames.

4.3 Feature Fusion
Following the trend of fusing multiple features to incorporate more
information, we performed late fusion of all �ve features to prove
that they contain di�erent information. To this end we performed
a late fusion of the scores of up to �ve classi�ers, weighting them
in equal manner. We performed all possible combinations of fu-
sion between two of the three sentiment features and in the end
we combined all the three sentiment features together to further
improve the accuracy. Finally we combined sentiment feature with
object-based features, using a total of �ve features. In the Valence
column of Table 1 we report results for the related task using the
MEDIAEVAL-2015 dataset. Figures reported in the (middle) part
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Data Feature Type Valence
Accuracy

Arousal
Accuracy

Single
Features

Random 33.29% 33.91%
VGG-FC7 40.16% 49.14%
VGG-FC8 40.92% 49.33%
Sent-FC7 42.14% 52.31%
Sent-FC8 42.72% 52.29%
Faces 40.37% 51.96%

Two
Features

Sent-FC7 + Faces 43.67% 52.84%
Sent-FC8 + Faces 44.24% 52.90%
Sent-FC7 + Sent-FC8 43.50% 53.11%

Three Features Sent-FC7 + Sent-FC8 +
Faces 44.68% 54.52%

Five Features
VGG-FC7 + VGG-FC8 +
Sent-FC7 + Sent-FC8 +
Faces

45.31% 55.98%

Other
Methods
(Contest)

Mironica [22] (3 features) 36.10% 45.04%
Seddati [27] (1 features) 37.20% 52.44%
Vlastelica [21] (5 features) 38.50% 51.90%
Trigeorgis [30] (2 features) 41.40% 55.72%
Qi Dai [5] (3 features) 41.80% 48.80%
YunYi [35] (7 features) 41.90% 55.93%
Vu Lam [19] (9 features) 42.90% 55.91%

Table 1: Experimental results on the MEDIAEVAL-2015
dataset. (top) our results showing single-feature and feature-
fusion accuracies; (bo�om) other methods that participated
in the MediaEval 2015 contest.

show that using multiple features yields better results, and the
more features we use the higher the improvement, demonstrating
that di�erent features contribute with di�erent kind of information.
Looking at the numbers, combining two features yield an improve-
ment of 1.5% over our single feature model, obtaining a classi�cation
accuracy that surpasses the state-of-the-art result. Moreover, when
combining all three sentiment features together the improvement
goes up to 2.0%. Adding the two object-based features adds 0.6%
performance. These results show that faces carry additional infor-
mation, in fact adding face features always improves results. This
can be also appreciated in Figure 4, where, for the valence task, we
show some positive and negative examples of initially misclassi�ed
videos that are then correctly classi�ed when face information is
included in the method.

Similar considerations apply for the arousal task. Results are
reported in the Arousal column of Table 1. In this case the combi-
nation of sentiment features improves over object-based features
alone, but the gain over single sentiment features is very limited.
It is necessary to also add object-based features to the sentiment
ones to improve, albeit slightly, over competing methods.

Results on the LIRIS-ACCEDE dataset only are reported in Table
2. Again combining semantic features ((top), lower part) is bene�cial,
obtaining improvements up to 2%. Similarly to the MEDIAEVAL-
2015 dataset using the three sentiment-based features together with
the two object-based features provides additional improvements
that, in this case, are more pronounced also for the arousal task.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a novel approach to sentiment video
analysis to classify induced arousal and valence of a video by ex-
ploiting sentiment-related features instead of using object related

Data Feature Type Valence
Accuracy

Arousal
Accuracy

Single
Features

Random 33.61% 33.92%
VGG-FC7 41.04% 45.00%
VGG-FC8 40.94% 44.43%
Sent-FC7 42.16% 47.55%
Sent-FC8 41.61% 47.12%
Faces 40.24% 45.71%

Two
Features

Sent-FC7 + Faces 44.53% 48.41%
Sent-FC8 + Faces 42.40% 49.32%
Sent-FC7 + Sent-FC8 43.16% 49.52%

Three Features Sent-FC7 + Sent-FC8 +
Faces 45.19% 52.24%

Five Features
VGG-FC7 + VGG-FC8 +
Sent-FC7 + Sent-FC8 +
Faces

45.82% 53.11%

Other
Methods

Zhu [38] (3 features) 30.76% 30.95%

Table 2: Experimental results on the LIRIS-ACCEDE dataset.
(top) our results showing single-feature and feature-fusion
accuracies; (bo�om) Zhu et al. [38].

features only. We proposed to exploit sentiment-related features
derived from the Deep-SentiBank network [4], together with fea-
tures related to the actor face expression. To make use of the latter,
we trained a neural network for face recognition on the Oxford
face dataset. Features are extracted per-frame, and encoded into an
Improved Fisher Vector for each feature. A classical linear SVM is
used to learn a per-feature classi�er, allowing us to perform late
fusion on any combination of features. Experiments have been con-
ducted on both the LIRIS-ACCEDE dataset [2], a collection of 9,800
movie excerpts with a variable duration of 8-12 seconds, and the
MEDIAEVAL-2015 dataset, an extension of the previous dataset
with an additional 1,100 excerpts. We �rst performed classi�ca-
tion of single features, showing that they carry good classi�cation
power, then we performed multiple feature combinations by late
fusing the classi�cation scores, proving not only that di�erent fea-
tures give di�erent contributions to the �nal classi�cation, but also
that including information about actor expressions always give a
considerable improvement. Results show that with our strategy,
using both sentiment related features and object features, we obtain
better than state-of-the art results, outperforming the best current
methods on both datasets for arousal and valence classi�cation
tasks by leveraging a smaller number of features.
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